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This work summarizes collaborative initiatives to investigate tribological phenomena during metal forming. 
For cold rolling, a methodology was proposed to reproduce wear mechanisms in industrial rolls using 
reciprocating tests and then used to evaluate surface engineering techniques for rolls. Moreover, the transfer 
of deterministic surface textures to rolled sheets and effects of the textures on sheet´s stampability have been 
investigated. For cold stamping, wear mechanisms in coated tools, as well as the combined use of 
deterministic surface texturing and coatings has been evaluated by strip drawing tests. Ultrasound 
measurements have been implemented to measure lubricant film thickness in metal forming.  
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1. Introduction 

Despite being fundamental for forming, friction must be 
controlled to ensure stable forming conditions and 
reduced energy losses. Surface modifications of the tool 
can reduce the occurrence of galling and control friction 
[1]. In cold rolling, a predefined surface texture on the 
roll may guarantee better aesthetics of the final product, 
but subsequent coating is necessary to ensure durability 
of the textures [2]. In cold rolling and stamping, the 
identification and reproduction of wear mechanisms 
during metal forming is fundamental to ensure a 
meaningful evaluation of different surface engineering 
techniques in metal forming tools [1, 2].  

2. Methods 

For cold rolling, specimens of 18 rolls (new and used 
conditions) were collected from four major Brazilian 
industrial rolling mills. The replication technique 
produced replicates of the rolls, which were then 
analysed via laser interferometry (LI) and scanning 
electron microscopy (SEM) to identify the main wear 
mechanisms. Then, reciprocating sliding tests in roll 
fragments used different contact conditions and sliding 
times. SEM images and LI measurements of the worn 
specimens were compared to the results found for the 
replicates to find test conditions that better reproduced 
the roll wear mechanisms [2]. Then, the best 
methodology was used to analyze coatings/surface 
modifications with potential to replace the carcinogenic 
hard chrome. For that, hard chrome, electroless NiP 
coating, and plasma nitriding were carried out on 
previously either ground or surface textured (stochastic) 
specimens [3]. Deterministic textures have also been 
produced by maskless electrochemical texturing 
(MECT) on rolls used in a reduced scale laboratory cold 
rolling roll. After texturing, the rolls have been coated 
with NiP and hard chrome. The durability of the 
coatings has been analysed using reciprocating tests. 
The transfer of the textures to sheets has been 
investigated in a reduced scale laboratory cold rolling 
roll. The effects of the textures transferred to the sheet 
has been analysed in Erichsen stampability tests.  
Strip drawing tests reproduce well the contact during 

sheet stamping. Eight commercial tools were tested both 
uncoated and coated with three different commercial 
coatings. SEM/EDX analysis suggested that Coating 1 
was VN, Coating 2 was CrN/TiN, and Coating 3 was 
TiAlN; the VN coating was rougher, whereas CrN/TiN 
and TiAlN followed the substrate topography. Wear 
mechanisms were identified via SEM and LI before and 
after strip drawing tests, which were then correlated 
with friction coefficient measurements [1]. The role of 
surface modifications (deterministic surface texturing, 
plasma nitriding, DLC and NiP) on friction and 
lubrication have also been evaluated in strip drawing 
tests. An analytical model and experimental setup have 
been developed to measure lubricant film thickness 
during the tests using ultrasound measurements.  

3. Results and Discussion 

Reciprocating tests using a cylindrical counterbody in a 
line contact reproduced wear mechanisms found in the 
roll replicates [2]. Roll specimens coated with NiP 
presented the lowest friction coefficients and wear rates, 
attributed to the formation of a tribolayer rich in Ni, P 
and O on both the specimens and counter-bodies [3]. 
In strip drawing tests, VN and CrN/TiN coatings 
presented lower and more stable friction, which was 
traced back to the formation of relatively smooth and 
partially oxidized transfer layers on the tool. The TiAlN 
coating, despite its initially smoother surface, presented 
higher and very unstable friction values, apparently due 
to protruding and non-oxidized transfer layers.  
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